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Selection Modus for 
1st EUROSAF Youth Sailing Games 
Aarhus DEN, August 4 – 10, 2012  

 
 

1. NOR and Swiss participation: 
For NOR please consult 
http://www.eurosafyouthsailing.org/Competitors/~/media/AA1EA7C7B26C478EB2E9FF796ECC06A4.as
hx. 
Swiss Sailing in accordance with Swiss Sailing Team has decided to make entries in Laser 
Radial female and male only. There is an allowance of two boats male and female each. Swiss Sailing 
as the Member National Authority (MNA) is conducting a selection process and will take care of all 
administrative matters with EUROSAF. 
 
2. Eligibility: 
- For those sailors entered for the ISAF Youth Worlds Dun Laoghaire IRL the latter has priority, i.e. if and 
when a sailor is selected for ISAF he/she can participate in Dun Laoghaire IRL only. 
- Sailors wishing to qualify for the EUROSAF event must fulfill the entry requirements: Swiss Citizenship 
as of Jan 1st, 2012, born in 1994 or later, being a licensed member of a Swiss Sailing member club and 
the Swiss Laser Association. 
 
3. Selection Event and Criteria: 
- Selection shall be made according the ranking of the Laser European Cup Martigues FRA April 6 - 
9, 2012.   
- Criteria shall be the top 40% (all ranked sailors who race at least one race) of the overall Laser 
Radial male and female ranking. If and when a “U19” ranking is published, the latter shall prevail. The 
best ranked sailor within the top 40% m/f each is selected for ISAF Youth Worlds according the 
“Selektionsreglement ISAF Youth Worlds 2012”.  The second and third best ranked m/f each within the 
top 40% is selected for participation in the EUROSAF Youth Sailing Games. 
 
4. Entry for Selection:  
Sailors wishing to enter  the selection to EUROSAF Youth Sailing Games 2012 shall notify Swiss Sailing 
Youth by eMail to youth@swiss-sailing.ch no later than April 2nd, 2012, 24.00hrs  indicating: 
Name, First Name, date of birth, postal address, eMail, phone number, club membership/Swiss Sailing 
membership number, ISAF ID, sail number (SUI....). Please attach a scan of Swiss passport or ID card. 
Sailors who entered for selection and fulfilling the selection criteria shall be obliged to participate in 
Arhus DEN. Entry to both ISAF and EUROSAF events is allowed, priority according Pt. 2 above applies. 
 
5. Entry with Organizer: 
Swiss Sailing Youth will communicate being the MNA with EUROSAF and take care of all notifications 
required incl. deadlines. Swiss Sailing Youth will bear the inscription fee and pay it directly. 
 
 
6. Coaching: 
Swiss Sailing Youth in coordination with Swiss Sailing Team and the home region of the majority of 
selected sailors will decide on a coach for the event no later than April 30, 2012. 
 
7. Participation Cost: 
Swiss Sailing Youth will pay for the entry fee and contribute with a lump sum of CHF 1’500 towards the 
coach cost. Participating sailors, their parents and/or clubs have to bear all cost of participation, travel, 
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accommodation etc. including coach cost if any beyond the Swiss Sailing contribution mentioned above. 
There is one coach boat allowed per boat class race and nation only. 
By the entry to selection according to Point 3 above, parents and sailors commit to bearing the related 
cost if the respective sailor is selected. 
 
8. Performance Bonus: 
Any sailor selected and entered in the 1st EUROSAF European Youth Sailing Games and ranked in top 
3 (medal winners) shall be paid a bonus of CHF 1000, those ranked  in top 15 shall be paid a bonus of 
CHF 500 (no accumulation of boni) by Swiss Sailing Youth. 
 
9. Discrepancies, Selection Authority: 
Should there be unclear prescriptions in this modus and for selection, Swiss Sailing Youth, Martin 
Vogler, together with the Junior National Coach SST, Marco Versari, will take the final and last decision. 
There is no appeal possible. 
 
For any further information please refer to Martin Vogler, youth@swiss-sailing-team.ch, mobile phone 
+41 79 421 30 76. 
 
3063 Ittigen, March 23, 2012 / MV 
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